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We present a method for comparing semiparametric Bayesian models, constructed under the Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) framework,
with alternative semiparameteric or parameteric Bayesian models. A distinctive feature of the method is that it can be applied to
semiparametric models containing covariates and hierarchical prior structures, and is apparently the � rst method of its kind. Formally,
the method is based on the marginal likelihood estimation approach of Chib (1995) and requires estimation of the likelihood and
posterior ordinates of the DPM model at a single high-density point. An interesting computation is involved in the estimation of the
likelihood ordinate, which is devised via collapsed sequential importance sampling. Extensive experiments with synthetic and real data
involving semiparametric binary data regression models and hierarchical longitudinal mixed-effects models are used to illustrate the
implementation, performance, and applicability of the method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simula-
tion methods have facilitated the study of Bayesian models
under far weaker and more realistic assumptions than was pre-
viously possible. As a result of these developments, semipara-
metric Bayesian modeling has become a practical option, and
under the Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) framework, for
example, novel and appealing statistical models can be formu-
lated and estimated. It turns out, however, that although the
methodology for � tting DPM models is more or less estab-
lished, there is a paucity of work on methods that can be used
to compare these models with competing semiparametric or
parametric models.

The general problem of comparing semiparametric mod-
els with other alternative model speci� cations has a relatively
recent history. Florens, Richard, and Rolin (1996) and Carota
and Parmigiani (1996) developed procedures to compare para-
metric models with nonparametric alternatives modeled with
Dirichlet process (DP) and mixture of Dirichlet processes
(MDP). It is important to bear in mind that, despite the similar-
ity in nomenclature, the MDP speci� cation is rather different
from the DPM model that we consider in the sequel. In more
recent work, Berger and Guglielmi (2001) modeled the non-
parametric alternative by a Pólya tree process and computed
the Bayes factor for a default reference prior, and Ishwaran,
James, and Sun (2001) compared models with different num-
ber of unique mixture components by subsuming the models
within a � nite mixture model.

Signi� cantly, earlier work on this general topic (except for
that in Ishwaran et al. 2001) is concerned with nonparamet-
ric instead of semiparametric models, because the unknown
distribution of the observations is modeled directly by a non-
parametric prior process. Even more importantly, all avail-
able methods explicitly assume an independent and identically
distributed model for the data, which rules out models that
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contain covariates. Therefore, none of the existing approaches
can be used to compare the � t of � exible semiparameteric
regression models of the type discussed by, for example, Bush
and MacEachern (1996), Kleinman and Ibrahim (1998), and
Basu and Mukhopadhyay (2000).

One purpose of this article is to introduce a Bayesian model
comparison method for semiparametric models that can be
applied even when the model contains covariates and (possibly)
an involved hierarchical prior structure. The method that we
devise for � nding the “weight of evidence” from the marginal
likelihood of the semiparametric model is apparently the � rst
to be proposed for Bayesian semiparametric regression mod-
els. In this method, which relies on the framework of Chib
(1995), the rather dif� cult computation of the marginal likeli-
hood (which entails integration of the likelihood with respect
to the prior density of the parameters) is reduced to the more
tractable problems of � nding estimates of the likelihood and
of the posterior at a single point. Crucially, both of these quan-
tities are readily available. To estimate the posterior ordinate,
we need primarily the MCMC procedures that simulate the
parameters from the posterior distribution, whereas, to esti-
mate the likelihood ordinate, we develop an interesting, low-
variability method based on collapsed sequential importance
sampling (SIS). Collapsed SIS is a variant of the SIS method
introduced by Kong, Liu, and Wong (1994), and Liu (1996,
2001). This variant was discussed by Lo, Brunner, and Chan
(1996), Ishwaran and James (2001b), Ishwaran et al. (2001),
and Ishwaran and Takahara (2002) in the general context
of weighted Chinese restaurant processes and by Quintana
(1998), MacEachern, Clyde, and Liu (1999), and Quintana and
Newton (2000) in the setting of categorical DPM models.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
the DPM model and the model comparison problem of inter-
est. In Section 3 we discuss computation of the marginal like-
lihood of the DPM model with a view to computing the Bayes
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factor of alternative parametric and semiparametric models. In
Sections 4 and 5 we delineate the speci� cs of the method.
In Section 6 we provide applications of the method to three
examples, each of which contains covariates. We also consider
two synthetic datasets to illustrate the usefulness of Bayes fac-
tors for � nding the true model. We give concluding remarks
in Section 7.

2. DIRICHLET PROCESS MIXTURE MODEL

Let yi4i µ n5 denote a collection of scalar or vector-valued
independent observations whose distribution is modeled by a
general DPM model described as

yi—Èi1 Ô1 xi ¹ f4¢—Èi1 Ô1 xi51 i D 11 : : : 1 n3

È11 : : : 1Èn—G iid¹ G3

G—�1G0 ¹ DP4�1 G04¢—Ê553

Ö D 4Ô1Ê1�5 ¹ � 1 (1)

where xi are � xed covariates, Ô is a vector parameter asso-
ciated with the distribution of yi , 8Èi9 are latent or subject-
speci� c random vectors that are conditionally independent
given the distribution G, and 8f 4¢—Èi1 Ô1 xi59 is a parametric
family of densities with respect to a dominating measure Œ.
Given G, therefore, the density of the data y D 8y11 y21 : : : 1 yn9

with regard to Œ (and suppressing dependence on the covari-
ates) is given by the mixture

f4y—Ô1G5 D
nY

iD1

Z
f4yi—Èi1Ô5dG4Èi50 (2)

The key feature of the model is the assumption that the distri-
bution G is unknown and is modeled by a DP prior (Ferguson
1973) with concentration parameter � and speci� ed base prob-
ability measure G04¢—Ê5 that depends on an unknown param-
eter vector Ê. Here G and G0 denote probability measures,
although we often refer to them as distributions. The Bayesian
model is completed by assuming that the parameter vector
Ô, the hyperparameter vector Ê of G0, and the concentration
parameter � follow a parametric distribution � .

The DPM model was introduced by Ferguson (1983) and
Lo (1984). Kuo (1986) � rst described Monte Carlo techniques
for � tting these models by sampling from the prior. The clever
trick of exploiting the Blackwell and MacQueen (1973) Pólya
urn characterization of the DP [see (4) and (5)] within a
Markov chain sampling setting was elucidated by Escobar
(1988, 1994), and Escobar and West (1995). The collapsed
cluster sampling method of MacEachern (1994) and the “no-
gaps” algorithm of MacEachern and Müller (1998) for non-
conjugate DPM models also use the Pólya urn structure.

An important point is that the foregoing setup and the
method developed later can be extended to any prior pro-
cess that follows a generalized Pólya urn scheme. In par-
ticular, if °4¢—�1G04¢—Ê55 denotes such a prior process with

hyperparameters � and G04¢—Ê5 and

È11 : : : 1Èn—G iid¹ G1 G ¹ °4¢—�1G04¢—Ê55 (3)

is a sample from this prior process, then the prequential pre-
diction rule of Èi is given by

P4Èi 2 ¢—È11 : : : 1Èiƒ15 D qkiƒ1C11 i4�5G04¢—Ê5

C
kiƒ1X

jD1

qj1 i4�5„È ü
j1 iƒ1

4¢51 i µ n1 (4)

where „È4¢5 denotes the degenerate measure at È,
8È ü

11 iƒ11 : : : 1 È ü
kiƒ1 1 iƒ19 are the set of kiƒ1 unique values in

8È11 : : : 1Èiƒ19, 8qj1 i4�59
kiƒ1C1
jD1 are the probabilities of the dif-

ferent components (that may functionally depend on �) adding
to 1; for the case where i D 1, vacuous sets and sums
are treated as empty. The DP prior is of course the
most popular class of priors with a Pólya urn representa-
tion. If °4¢—�1G04¢—Ê55 D DP4¢—�1G04¢—Ê55 with concentration
parameter � and base measure G04¢—Ê5, then (4) holds with

qj1 i4�5 D
nj1 iƒ1

� C i ƒ 1
1 j D 11 : : : 1 kiƒ11

qkiƒ1C11 i4�5 D
�

� C i ƒ 1
1 (5)

where nj1 iƒ1 denotes the frequency of the unique label È ü
j1 iƒ1

among 8È11 : : : 1Èiƒ19, j D 11 : : : 1 kiƒ1.
Another point is that the model described in (1) can alterna-

tively be expressed in terms of the “stick-breaking” construc-
tion of the DP as given by Sethuraman (1994),

G4¢5 D
X̂

lD1

pl„Zl
4¢51 where Zl

iid¹ G04¢—Š51 l D 11 : : : 1 and

p1 D V11 pl D Vl

lƒ1Y

jD1

41 ƒ Vj51 l D 21 : : : 1

with Vl

iid¹ beta411�51 l D 11 : : : (6)

If the sum in (6) is truncated at a large integer N , we obtain
the � nite-dimensional prior considered by Ishwaran and James
(2001a), who developed a blocked Gibbs sampler for the
model under this prior by updating blocks of parameters in
multivariate steps instead of the one-at-a-time updates that
appear in the Pólya urn–based samplers.

Finally, we note that the approach that we develop can also
be applied to the two-parameter Poisson–Dirichlet process dis-
cussed by Ishwaran and James (2001a), which includes the
DP as a special case.

3. MODEL COMPARISON PROBLEM

Suppose that we are given a collection of models
811 : : : 1 J 9, where one (or more) of the models is a DPM
model, and the objective is to compare the different mod-
els given the data y D 4y11 : : : 1 yn5. The formal Bayesian
approach for doing this comparison is via the pairwise Bayes
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factors, de� ned for any two models r and s by the ratio
of marginal likelihoods

Brs D
m4y—r 5

m4y—s5
0

In the semiparametric DPM context, calculation of the
marginal likelihood is a largely unexplored problem. In fact,
the problem in this case is somewhat deeper, because even the
computation of the likelihood function of the DPM model (an
input into the marginal likelihood) has not been satisfactorily
tackled in the literature. Speci� cally, if we let °4¢—�1G01Ê5
denote the DP measure, then the likelihood L4y—Ô1Ê1 �1 G05
of the DPM model (on suppressing the model index) is
given by

L4y—”1Ê1�1G05 D
Z

f 4y—Ô1G5d°4G—�1G01Ê51 (7)

which requires an integration over the space of the in� nite-
dimensional parameter G. Additionally, let � 4Ô1Ê1 �5 denote
the prior density of the parameters. Then the marginal like-
lihood is obtained by integrating the likelihood function over
the prior distribution of the parameters,

m4y5 D
Z

L4y—Ô1Ê1 �1G05� 4Ô1 Ê1�5 dÔdÊd�

D
ZZ

f4y—Ô1 G5d°4G—�1G01 Ê5� 4Ô1Ê1 �5 dÔdÊd�

D
ZZ À nY

iD1

Z
f 4yi—Èi1 Ô5 dG4Èi5

Á

� d°4G—�1G01Ê5� 4Ô1Ê1 �5 dÔdÊd� (8)

where the last step uses (2). Clearly, direct evaluation of these
integrals is impossible. Therefore, a feasible approach to this
problem must tackle the problem by different means.

In this article, we focus on the approach of Chib (1995),
which is based on a representation of the marginal likelihood
that is amenable to calculation by MCMC methods. Because
the marginal likelihood is the normalizing constant of the pos-
terior density, one can write

m4y5 D
L4y—Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 1 G05� 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 5

� 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1� ü —y5
1

where 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1� ü 5 is some point in the parameter space,
� 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 5 is the prior density at that point, and
� 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü —y5 is the posterior density of the parameters
also evaluated at that same point. None of the quantities
in this expression is conditioned on an estimate of the
unknown distribution G, because otherwise the ef� ciency of
the estimate would be severely compromised. Now, if we let
bL4y—Ô ü 1Ê ü 1� ü 1G05 and O� 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü —y1 G05 denote estimates
of the likelihood and posterior ordinates (methods for � nding
these estimates are given later), it follows that we can conve-
niently estimate the marginal likelihood as

log Om4y5 D logbL4y—Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 1 G05 C log� 4Ô ü 1 Ê ü 1� ü 5

ƒ log O� 4Ô ü 1 Ê ü 1� ü —y1G050 (9)

Han and Carlin (2001) recently reported that the marginal
likelihood estimates from the Chib approach are quite accu-
rate compared with those from other methods. Now, given the
marginal likelihood estimates for any two models r and s ,
the Bayes factor is available as

bBrs D exp8log Om4y—r 5 ƒ log Om4y—s590

By way of interpretation, if the two models r and s are
equally probable a priori, then the Bayes factor Brs is the pos-
terior odds in favor of the model r . Alternatively, the Bayes
factor can also be viewed as the relative success of the two
models at predicting the data y. Good (1985) has referred
to the log of the Bayes factor as the “weight of evidence.”
According to the famous scale of Jeffreys, a log (base e)
Bayes factor values in the range of 401 10155, 410151 30455,
430451 40605, and 440601 ˆ5 provide “not worth a mention,”
“substantial,” “strong,” and “very strong” evidence against the
s model.

An important practical consequence of devolving the
marginal likelihood computation in the foregoing manner is
that the problem is reduced to one of � nding estimates of the
likelihood and posterior ordinates. These two problems can be
tackled quite effectively by separate means. Indeed, computa-
tion of the posterior ordinate is based on the output produced
by the MCMC simulation algorithms currently used to esti-
mate DPM models. Thus this step requires almost no addi-
tional programming beyond what is needed to � t the DPM
model. On the other hand, computation of the likelihood ordi-
nate requires additional computation, but the burden is not
large. The method that we have developed is based on sequen-
tial importance sampling (Kong et al. 1994; Liu 1996, 2001;
Lo et al. 1996; MacEachern et al. 1999; Ishwaran and James
2001b; Ishwaran et al. 2001; Ishwaran and Takahara 2002). A
variant of our method is available that can be applied to the
case in which the sampling density and G0 are nonconjugate.

We conclude this section with several remarks. If the DPM
model is to be compared against a suitably embedded para-
metric alternative, then the marginal likelihood of the paramet-
ric model can be computed by available methods (Chib 1995;
Chib and Jeliazkov 2001). The ratio of the two marginal like-
lihoods then provides the Bayes factor for the parametric ver-
sus semiparametric model. Of course, if the alternative model
is a different DPM model, then its marginal likelihood can
be computed by the method developed here. Thus, with the
method at hand, we can � nd the Bayes factor for comparing
the DPM model against both parametric and semiparametric
alternatives.

Finally, for appropriate model comparisons, it is desirable,
if possible, to match the prior speci� cations in the two models,
at least for similar parameters (see Berger and Guglielmi 2001
for further discussion). If we are comparing a DPM model
with another nonparametric model, then this issue needs to
be taken up on a case-by-case basis, as shown in our exam-
ples. When the alternative is a parametric model, however,
proper embedding should allow the DPM model to be viewed
as a generalization of the parametric model. Here we follow
Florens et al. (1996), who recommended that the two models
be speci� ed in such a way that the predictive (or marginal)
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distribution of a single observation is identical under the two
models (i.e., the two models cannot be distinguished by just
one observation). In that case, the relevant parametric alterna-
tive to the DPM model is given by

yi—Èi1Ô ¹ f4¢—Èi1 Ô51 i D 11 : : : 1 n3

È11 : : : 1Èn—G0

iid¹ G04¢—Ê53

4Ô1 Ê5 ¹ � 4Ô1Ê5 D
Z

� 4Ô1Ê1�5 d�1 (10)

where � 4Ô1 Ê1�5 is the joint prior under the DPM model
in (1). The predictive distribution of a single observa-
tion yi under either the DPM model in (1) or the para-
metric model in (10) is then identical and is given byR

Ô1 Ê
f 4yi—ˆ1 Ô5dG04ˆ—Ê5d� 4Ô1 Ê5.

4. POSTERIOR ORDINATE ESTIMATION

4.1 Markov Chain Sampling

In our method, the posterior ordinate � 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü —y5 in (9)
is estimated from the output of the MCMC simulation of the
posterior distribution of the DPM model. There are currently
two broad approaches for estimating the DPM model. These
two methods differ in the way in which the lower-level param-
eters of the model are sampled; the parameters Ô1 Ê, and �
are sampled in the same way in both methods. Practically, this
means that we can produce an estimate of the posterior ordi-
nate � 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1� ü —y1G05 from the MCMC output of either
method. To show how this is done, we begin by presenting a
brief review of the two MCMC sampling schemes.

The � rst class of methods are based on the Pólya urn repre-
sentation in (4). First proposed by Escobar (1988, 1994) and
MacEachern (1994), the sampling is conducted marginalized
over the random measure G and exploits the fact that the joint
distribution of 4È11 : : : 1Èn5 in (3) is exchangeable. The full
conditional distribution of Èi can be deduced, by virtue of
exchageability, as

P4Èi 2 ¢—Èƒi1 Ô1Ê1�1G01 y5

/ q ü
kƒiC11 iP

ü 4Èi 2 ¢—yi5 C
kƒiX

jD1

q ü
j1 i„È ü

j1ƒi
4¢51 (11)

where 8È ü
11 ƒi1 : : : 1 È ü

kƒi 1 ƒi9 denote the set of kƒi unique
values in Èƒi D 8È11 : : : 1 Èn9 n 8Èi9, q ü

kƒiC11 i / qkƒiC11 n4�5R
f 4yi—È1Ô1 xi5dG04È—Ê5, q ü

j1 i / qj1 n4�5f 4yi—È ü
j1 ƒi1Ô1 xi5, and

P ü 4Èi 2 ¢—yi5 is the conditional law of Èi when yi has the den-
sity f4yi—Èi1Ô1 xi5 and Èi ¹ G04¢—Ê5. The sampling approach
is completed by sampling 4Ô1Ê1 �5 from their respective full
conditional densities. We note here that because Ê is at the
highest level of the hierarchical speci� cation, the functional
form of its conditional posterior depends only on the prior of
Ê and the base measure G04¢—Ê5 and is analytically available
if the prior for Ê is conjugate to G04¢—Ê5, irrespective of the
complexity of the semiparametric mixture model.

One can see that the expression for q ü
kƒiC11 i involves an inte-

gral which is analytically available when f 4yi—È1Ô1 xi5 and
G04È—Ê5 are conjugate. The nonconjugate case, which is less
convenient, has been considered by MacEachern and Müller

(1998). For the conjugate case, MacEachern (1994) devel-
oped an improved collapsed Gibbs sampler that provides bet-
ter mixing. In this approach, Èƒi is reexpressed in terms of
the unique values È ü

11 : : : 1È ü
kƒi

and the cluster memberships
sƒi D 4s11 : : : 1 sn5n8si9, where each sl records which unique È ü

j

label corresponds to the value Èl, that is, sl D j iff Èl D È ü
j . In

the collapsed sampler, only the cluster membership, si , of the
ith observation is sampled from the categorical distribution

P4si D j—sƒi1 y1Ô1Ê1�5

D
(

cqj1 n4�5
R

f 4yi—È1 Ô1 xi5dHj1 ƒi4È51 1 µ j µ kƒi

cqkƒiC11 n

R
f4yi—È1Ô1 xi5dG04È—Ê51 j D kƒi C 11

(12)

where c is the normalizing constant and Hj1 ƒi4È5 is the poste-
rior distribution of È based on the prior G0 and observations
8yl 2 l 6D i1 and sl D j9, which are in cluster j . The unique 8È ü

j 9
are updated next, if needed, given all cluster memberships s.

The second class of methods, known as the blocked Gibbs
sampler, were developed by Ishwaran and James (2001a)
and Ishwaran et al. (2001). These methods use the trunca-
tion of the stick-breaking construction given in (6) to express
the random mixing measure in � nite-dimensional form as
G4¢5 D

PN
lD1 pl„Zl

4¢5, where N is some large integer. Under
this restriction, the mixture density in (2) can be written in
hierarchical fashion as

yi—Z1 si1Ô1 xi

ind¹ f 4yi—Zsi
1Ô1 xi51 i D 11 : : : 1 n1

si—p
iid¹

NX

lD1

pl„l4¢51 (13)

where si is the latent mixture component indicator for the ith

observation, s D 4s11 : : : 1 sn5, Zl

iid¹ G04¢—Ê5, Z D 4Z11 : : : ,
ZN 5, Z is independent of p, and the distribution of p D
4p11 : : : 1 pN 5 is speci� ed by the stick-breaking construction.
The blocked Gibbs sampler updates Z1 s, and p in multivari-
ate blocks as opposed to the one-at-time updating of Èi or
cluster membership si in the Pólya urn samplers. The full
conditional distributions of 4Z—s1 Ô1Ê1 y5, 4s—Z1p1Ô1 y5, and
4p—s1 �5 where given by Ishwaran and James (2001a, sec. 5.2).
Note that the latent Èi are still available in this scheme
as Èi D Zsi

.

4.2 Estimating the Posterior Ordinate
Within the Sampler

We now detail, following the framework of Chib (1995),
how the posterior ordinate of (9) can be estimated from the
output of either the Pólya urn scheme sampler or the blocked
Gibbs sampler. Let us start with the decomposition

log� 4Ô ü 1 Ê ü 1� ü —y5 D log � 4Ô ü —y5

C log� 4� ü —y1Ô ü 5C log� 4Ê ü —y1Ô ü 1 � ü 51 (14)

and now consider the estimation of each ordinate. Suppose
for simplicity that the full conditional distributions of Ô1 �,
and Ê have known normalizing constants. If the normalizing
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constant(s) is (are) not known, and Metropolis–Hastings sam-
pling (Chib and Greenberg 1995) is used for updating some
of these parameters, then the ordinates can be estimated along
the lines of Chib and Jeliazkov (2001).

Suppose that the MCMC sampling scheme, beyond the req-
uisite burn-in period, has been iterated for g D 11 : : : 1G1

cycles. The output from this sampling can, with an obvious
justi� cation, be capitalized to estimate � 4Ô ü —y5 as

O� 4Ô ü —y5 D
1

G1

G1X

gD1

� 4Ô ü —È4g51Ê4g51 �4g51 y51 (15)

where the superscript 4g5 denotes the values drawn at the
gth iteration and the density on the right side is the one that
appears in the MCMC update. To estimate the second ordinate,
we � x Ô at Ô ü and continue the Markov chain simulations
for an additional G2 iterations, where all other unobservables
(except Ô) are updated. These draws yield the estimate

O� 4� ü —y1 Ô ü 5 D
1

G2

G1CG2X

gDG1C1

�
¡
� ü —È4g51Ô ü 1 Ê4g51 y

¢
1 (16)

where, with the introduction of an additional latent variable u,
the full conditional posterior of � was given by Escobar and
West (1995) as a mixture of two gamma distributions,

a0 C kn ƒ 1
n4b0 ƒ logu5

gamma4a0 C d1 b0 ƒ logu5

C
³

1 ƒ
a0 C kn ƒ 1

n4b0 ƒ logu5

´
gamma4a0 C kn ƒ 11 b0 ƒ logu51

(17)

kn denotes the number of distinct values in 8È11 : : : 1Èn9, and
the latent u is generated from its full conditional distribution
given by beta4u—� C 11 n5.

Last, we � x both Ô and � at 4Ô ü 1� ü 5 and run the chain for
another G3 iterations to produce an estimate O� 4Ê ü —y1Ô ü 1 � ü 5
analogous to the preceeding one. Finally, we substitute these
three estimates into (14). We mention that the numerical stan-
dard error of the resulting estimate can be found according to
the method given by Chib (1995).

5. LIKELIHOOD ORDINATE ESTIMATION

5.1 Basic Sequential Importance Sampling

In this section we describe methods for estimating the like-
lihood ordinate L4y—Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 1 G05 of (9). To set the stage for
the problem, let us begin by recalling that the likelihood func-
tion of the parameters at a particular point Ö ü D 4Ô ü 1Ê ü 1 � ü 5
in the parameter space, given the sample data, is

L4y—Ô ü 1Ê ü 1� ü 5

D
Z À nY

iD1

Z
f4yi—Èi1Ô ü 5dG4Èi5

Á
d°4G—� ü 1G01Ê ü 50 (18)

The problem is that neither the integral in braces [even when
f 4yi—Èi1Ô ü 5 and G0 are conjugate] nor the outside integral
over the in� nite-dimensional parameter G is analytic. This

raises an interesting question of how the integrals should be
calculated. (We show in Sec. 6.1 that an exact answer can
be derived by a tedious computation when n is small, but of
course we need to develop a general approach that is ef� -
cient and valid for any sample size.) Earlier, Ferguson (1983)
also did some exact calculations for small sample sizes. After
a thorough study of this problem and extensive compara-
tive evaluation of different techniques, we have developed
a method that is both accurate and computationally ef� cient.

To describe our method, we � rst show how the likelihood
ordinate can be found as a byproduct of the SIS method, where
we use the subscript 4i5 (e.g. y4i5) to generically denote the � rst
i elements of a vector [i.e., y4i5 D 4y11 : : : 1 yi5]. In sequential
imputation, the Èi (i µ n) are sequentially generated from the
importance sampling distribution

� ü 4È11 : : : 1 Èn—y1Ö ü 5 D
nY

iD1

� 4Èi—y4i51È4iƒ151Ö ü 51 (19)

starting with È1 and continuing on to Èn. Kong et al. (1994)
showed that the importance weight equals

� 4È11 : : : 1Èn—y1Ö ü 5

� ü 4È11 : : : 1Èn—y1 Öü 5
D

w

L4y—Ö ü 5
1 (20)

where

w D w4È11 : : : 1Èn5 D f4y1—Ö ü 5
nY

iD2

f 4yi—y4iƒ151È4iƒ151Ö ü 5

(21)

and f4yi—y4iƒ151È4iƒ151Ö ü 5 is the prequential predictive density
of yi .

Because L4y—Öü 5 in (20) is independent of 4È11 : : : 1 Èn5,
the expression in (20) can be used to deliver an estimate of the
likelihood function L4y—Öü 5. Suppose that the sequential sam-
pling procedure is repeated M times and at that each cycle g,
we obtain the draws È

4g5

1 1 : : : 1 È4g5
n from � ü 4È11 : : : 1 Èn—y1Ö ü 5

and calculate w4g5 following (21). Then the average Nw D
Mƒ1

PM
gD1 w4g5 over the M draws is a simulation-consistent

Monte Carlo estimate of the likelihood ordinate, as is readily
con� rmed.

Interestingly, this basic idea can be applied to the DPM
model when f 4yi—Èi1Ô ü 5 and G0 are conjugate, because from
(4) and (5) we know immediately that

f 4yi—y4iƒ151 È4iƒ151 Ö ü 5 D
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1

Z
f 4yi—È1Ô ü 5dG04È—Ê ü 5

C
kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1
f 4yi—Èj1Ô ü 5 (22)

and

� 4Èi—y4i51È4iƒ151Ö ü 5 /
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
f 4yi—Èi1Ô ü 5fG0

4Èi—Ê ü 5

C
kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1
f 4yi—Èj1Ô ü 5„Èj

4Èi50 (23)
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5.2 Collapsed Sequential Importance Sampling

Although the basic SIS is easy to implement, in apply-
ing this method to the DPM model we have found that the
weights w4g5 tend to be extremely variable. This problem has
been observed in other settings. To overcome this problem,
we turn to the collapsed SIS method developed in the context
of a DPM beta-binomial model by MacEachern et al. (1999)
and later extended to the multinomial and nonexchangeable
beta-binomial models by Quintana (1998) and Quintana and
Newton (2000). The collapsed SIS method was also dis-
cussed in the context of weighted Chinese restaurant pro-
cesses by Lo et al. (1996). General weighted Chinese restau-
rant processes and algorithms for their posterior inference are
reviewed by Ishwaran and James (2001b) and Ishwaran and
Takahara (2002), and such methods were used to estimate the
marginal density by Ishwaran et al. (2001). The idea behind
the collapsed SIS is the elimination of Èi by integration, which
collapses the space in which the sequential sampling operates
to the set of possible cluster memberships. Because Èi is ana-
lytically integrated out from the computation, this method has
less variability due to the Rao–Blackwellization effect (see
MacEachern et al. 1999). As we illustrate in Section 6, this
modi� ed SIS method provides the correct foundation for our
method.

To describe the method, we recall that each unique Èi forms
a cluster under the Dirichlet process prior. In SIS these clusters
are formed sequentially. Now in the collapsed method we do
not sample Èi but instead sample the cluster membership, si,
marginalized over Èi . Recalling the notations used earlier in
(4), (5), and (12), collapsed sequential sampling for the DPM
model proceeds as follow. First, compute u1 D f 4y1—Ö ü 5 DR

f 4y—È1Ô ü 5dG04È—Ê ü 5 and set s1 to equal 1 (because the � rst
observation must begin with a new cluster). Then, for i D
21 : : : 1 n, perform the following steps sequentially:

Step 1. Compute the predictive probability

u
4g5
i D f4yi—y4iƒ151 sg

4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G05

D
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1

Z
f 4yi—È1 Ô ü 5 dG04È—Ê ü 5

C
kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1

Z
f 4yi—È1Ô ü 5 dHj1 iƒ14È—Ê ü 51 (24)

where Hj1 iƒ14È—Ê ü 5 is the posterior distribution of È based on
the prior G0 and observations 8yl 2 l µ iƒ1 and sl D j9. When
f and G0 are conjugate, both integrals can be obtained in
closed form.

Step 2. Draw s
4g5
i from the categorical distribution

Pr4si D j—y4i51 s4g5

4iƒ151Ö ü 5

D c
nj1iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1

Z
f4yi—È1 Ô ü 5 dHj1 iƒ14È—Ê ü 51

1 µ j µ kiƒ1

D c
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1

Z
f4yi—È1 Ô ü 5 dG04È—Ê ü 51

j D kiƒ1 C 11 (25)

where c is the normalizing constant. In other words, sample
si from the set of existing unique cluster labels with proba-
bilities given in the � rst line of the foregoing expression, or
else assign a new cluster label with probability given in the
second line.

At the end of each complete run through the observa-
tions, we calculate w4g5 D u

4g5

1

Qn
iD2 u

4g5

i , and then estimate
the likelihood ordinate of the DPM model as bL4y—Ö ü 1G05 D
M ƒ1

PM
gD1 w4g5.

We mention that the preceeding discussion has been
restricted to the conjugate DPM model, because our applica-
tions, along with most formulations of DPM models, are cen-
tered on this case. A method for the nonconjugate setting is
available from the authors.

Finally, the ef� ciency of Nw as an estimate of the likelihood
ordinate can be measured by its coef� cient of variation, C4 Nw5.
As pointed out by Irwin, Cox, and Kong (1994), C4 Nw5 can be
shown by the delta method to be approximately the standard
error of log Nw in estimating the log-likelihood. The sample
estimate of C4 Nw5 is

bC4 Nw5 D
1

p
M

sw

Nw
1

where sw denotes the sample standard deviation of w4g51 g D
11 : : : 1M .

6. EXAMPLES

6.1 An Example With an Exact Answer

We now turn to providing some empirical demonstrations
and illustrations of our marginal likelihood estimation method
for DPM models. Given that the method for estimating the
posterior ordinate has been tested in several problems [Chib
(1995), Chib and Jeliazkov (2001)] it is important to focus
attention on the estimation of the likelihood ordinate proposed
in Section 5. As a cross-check, we consider a special case in
which the likelihood ordinate can be obtained via alternative
methods, either analytically or approximately, and compare
the results with those from our approach.

Consider the longitudinal study reported by Gelfand, Hills,
Racine-Poon, and Smith (1990) on n D 30 young rats whose
weights are measured weekly for � ve time periods. Let yij

denote the weight of the ith rat measured at age xij and let

yi—Èi1‘
21 Xi ¹ N54XiÈi1‘

2I53

Èi D 4ˆi11 ˆi25
0—Ì1 D ¹ N24Ì1 D51 i D 11 : : : 1 n3

Dƒ1 ¹ Wishart2421 R53‘ 2 ¹ inverse gamma4a1 b51

where yi D 4yi11 : : : 1 yi550, Xi is the design matrix with units
in the � rst column and 4xi11 : : : 1 xi550 in the second column,
and Np4m1è5 is the p-variate normal distribution with mean
vector m and covariance matrix è. The hyperparameters R,
a, and b are set to equal diag41001 015, 4.25 and 97.5, respec-
tively.

We consider a DPM extension of this model by letting the

random coef� cients È11 : : : 1Èn

iid¹ G, where G follows a DP
prior with base measure G0 D N24Ì1 D5, the distribution used
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in the foregoing parametric model. This is a simple and effec-
tive way to relax the normality assumption in clustered data
models.

Now consider the question of � nding the likelihood ordi-
nate at some high-density point Ö ü D 4‘ 2 ü 1Ì ü 1 D ü 5. The n
rats can cluster in a large number of possible ways. Given
a set of cluster memberships s D 4s11 : : : 1 sn5, the density
f 4y—‘ 2 ü 1 Ì ü 1 D ü 1 s5 can be obtained analytically by using the
conjugate structure as

f 4y—‘ 2 ü 1 Ì ü 1 D ü 1 s5

D
knY

jD1

ÀZ Y

8i2siDj9

N54yi—XiÈ1‘ 2 ü 5 dG04È—Ì ü 1 D ü 5

Á
1 (26)

where kn is the number of distinct clusters or the number of
distinct values in 8s11 : : : 1 sn9. Then the likelihood ordinate is
given as L4y—‘ 2ü 1 Ì ü 1 D ü 5 D

P
f4y—‘ 2ü 1Ì ü 1 D ü 1 s5� 4s5, where

the sum is over all possible s and � 4s5 is the prior probability
of getting the partition s. Because the sum is over all partitions,
this analytic estimate is computationally feasible only when n
is small. However, in these feasible cases, one can compare
this analytic estimate with the likelihood value obtained by
our proposed method.

Suppose that n D 10. For this sample size, we compare the
analytic estimate of the likelihood ordinate with the estimates
from the proposed basic and collapsed sequential methods.
We also consider an alternative Monte Carlo estimate of the
likelihood ordinate based on sampling the cluster locations
s D 4s11 : : : 1 sn5 sequentially from their prior distribution using
the Pólya urn scheme in (5) and then averaging the likelihood
f 4y—‘ 2 ü 1 Ì ü 1 D ü 1 s5 of (26) over these realizations of 8s9. This
estimate is referred to as the “prior sampling”–based estimate
in Table 1. Ferguson (1983) reported a similar comparison for
the case of n D 5 where he compared the analytic estimate of
the predictive density with the Monte Carlo estimate obtained
from the Kuo (1986) prior sampling method.

The estimates listed in Table 1 show that both the collapsed
and basic sequential methods accurately estimate the likeli-
hood ordinate. Whereas the inaccuracy of the likelihood esti-
mate obtained by sampling the cluster locations from the prior
may not appear signi� cant in Table 1, note that these results
are for a rather small sample size of n D 10. In experiments
involving larger sample sizes, however, we have found that the
estimate based on sampling cluster locations from the prior
are smaller than the SIS-based estimates by several orders of
magnitude. To get an idea of the variability of the estimates,
in Figure 1 we plot the trace of the log-likelihood evaluations
from the different methods. We see that the prior sampling
method shows extreme � uctuations, whereas the collapsed
method is the most stable (note the different vertical scales).

Table 1. Comparison of Log-Likelihood Ordinates Found by
Likelihood Estimation Methods; n D 10

Analytic value Basic SIS Collapsed SIS Prior sampling

ƒ193096 ƒ1930971 ƒ1930954 ƒ193075
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Figure 1. Rat Data: Trace of Log-Likelihood Evaluations. Note the
different vertical scales.

6.2 Bayes Factors for Binary Data Models

In recent years, there has been a signi� cant amount of
Baysian work on generalizing the simple probit and logis-
tic regression models for binary regression. Albert and Chib
(1993) � rst showed how to � t a t-link model, and Basu and
Mukhopadhyay (2000) extended this idea to DPM link mod-
els. Erkanli, Stangl, and Müller (1993) and Newton, Czado,
and Chappell (1996) provided different semiparametric gener-
alizations of the binary data model. The issue of model selec-
tion, is not addressed in these articles however. In this section
we illustrate the application of our techniques to a semipara-
metric model for binary data that we compare with two para-
metric models. The data for this problem are from Brown
(1980), who used the response variable 8yi9, i µ 53, as an indi-
cator of the presence of prostatic nodal involvement in patients
with prostate cancer. The objective is to explain the response
yi with four covariates: log of the level of serum acid phos-
phate 4x25; the result of an X-ray examination, coded 0 if neg-
ative and 1 if positive 4x35; size of the tumor, coded 0 if small
and 1 if large 4x45; and pathologic grade of the tumor, coded
0 if less serious and 1 if more serious 4x55. These data have
been analyzed by Chib (1995) using a binary probit regres-
sion model, which yielded a log marginal likelihood value of
ƒ360252.

Models. We start with the popular probit regression,
denoted by 1, that models the probability of presence or
“success probability” as Pr4yi D 1—11Â5 D ê4x0

iÂ5, where
ê4¢5 is the standard normal distribution function. This model
is compared with the t-link model discussed by Albert and
Chib (1993). In this case Pr4yi D 1—21Â5 D Ft4x0

iÂ1 11 �5 DR
ê4x0

iÂ
p

‹5dG04‹5, where Ft4¢1 �1�5 is the cumulative dis-
tribution function of the t distribution with dispersion � and
� degrees of freedom and G0 D gamma4�=21�=25. We let
� D 10.

Our goal is to compare the preceeding parametric models
with the semiparametric DPM model proposed by Basu and
Mukhopadhyay (2000). Under the DPM model, the link func-
tion is modeled semiparametrically as a normal scale mixture
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where the mixing distribution G is random,

Pr4yi D 1—31Â5 D
Z

ê4x0
iÂ

p
‹5 dG4‹51

G ¹ DP4�1G051 G0 D gamma

³
�

2
1

�

2

´
1

with � D 10. Note that when G is a � xed distribution and
equal to G0, we get the t-link model 2.

To compare the three models on a fair basis, we assume
that in each model Â follows a N54Â01 B05 prior distribution,
where Â0 is a vector with each element equal to 075 and B0

is a diagonal matrix with 25 on the diagonal. In addition, in
the DPM model, the prior on the concentration parameter �
is taken to be gamma451 25.

Fitting of Models. We � t each of the three contending
models by the Albert and Chib (1993) approach. For example,
to estimate the DPM model, we express the model in terms of
latent variables 8zi9 as

zi—Â1 ‹i ¹ N4x0
iÂ1‹ƒ1

i 53 yi D I4zi > 053

‹11 : : : 1 ‹n

iid¹ G1 G ¹ DP4�1G051G0 D gamma
³

�

2
1

�

2

´
0

A major bene� t of this representation is that conditioned on
the latent zi , the model resembles a linear regression with
all of its associated tractability. The posterior distribution of
the parameters and the latent variables can now be simulated
through MCMC methods by combining the procedure out-
lined by Albert and Chib (1993) for model 2 with the usual
steps arising from the DPM prior. The details are suppressed
to conserve space. We ran all of our MCMC simulations for
10,000 iterations after a burn-in of 500 cycles. We estimated
the likelihood ordinate and the posterior ordinate at the poste-
rior mean from these MCMC simulations.

Computing the Marginal Likelihood of the DPM Model.
We now discuss marginal likelihood computation of the semi-
parametric DPM model 3. (The marginal likelihood of the
parametric models is obtained from the approach outlined in
Chib 1995.) As usual, we start with the decomposition in
(9), where now Ô D Â and Ê is nonstochastic. The poste-
rior ordinate � 4Âü 1 � ü —y5 can be estimated from the decom-
position � 4Â ü —y5� 4� ü —y1Â ü 5, where the � rst ordinate is cal-
culated via (15) by averaging the conditional posterior den-
sity N54Â

ü —OÂ1 B5, with OÂ D B4Bƒ1
0 Â0 C

P53
iD1 ‹ixizi5 and B D

4Bƒ1
0 Â0 C

P53
iD1 ‹ixizi5

ƒ1, over the draws from the MCMC run.
The second ordinate � 4� ü —y1 Â ü 5 is estimated according to
(16) and the mixture representation in (17).

Calculation of the likelihood ordinate L4y—Âü 1� ü 1G05 by
the collapsed SIS method is rather more interesting. The pres-
ence of latent variables zi in the model leads to some argu-
ments that are likely to be of general interest.

One initial point is that even though the unobservables con-
nected to the ith observation yi include the latent variable zi

and the random precision parameters ‹i , to produce a tractable
version of the collapsed SIS method, we must collapse or
marginalize over only ‹i , the variable on which the DPM prior

is de� ned. In other words, the latent variable zi persists in the
sampling in conjunction with the cluster membership variable
si. We now describe the details.

The predictive ordinate of the � rst observation can be
calculated easily and is given by u1 D Ft4x0

1Âü 1 11 �5y1 81 ƒ
Ft4x0

1Âü 1 11�5941ƒy15. We next draw Ç1 D 4z11 s15 from its pos-
terior distribution conditioned on y1. This is accomplished by
drawing z1 from its conditional distribution,

z1—y11Ö ü 1G0 ¹
(

t4x0
1Âü 1 11�5I601ˆ5 if y1 D 1

t4x0
1Âü 1 11�5I4ƒˆ1 05 if y1 D 01

where t4Œ1 11 �5 is the Student t distribution with location Œ,
dispersion 1, and � degrees of freedom. We next set s1 D 1.

For the remaining observations 4i D 21 : : : 1 n5, we calcu-
late the prequential predictive density of yi in step 1 of the
collapsed SIS and then draw a value of Çi D 4zi1 si5 from
p4Çi—y4i51Ç4iƒ151 Öü 1G05 in step 2. Suppose that after com-
pleting these steps for the � rst i ƒ 1 observations, there are
kiƒ1 clusters with the jth cluster with nj1 iƒ1 elements, j D
11 : : : 1 kiƒ1. Then the posterior distribution of ‹ based on the
prior G0 and only those latent observations 8zl 2 l < i1 sl D j9
in the jth cluster is

Hj1 iƒ14‹5

D gamma
³

4�C nj1 iƒ15=21 4�C
X

8l<i2sl Dj9

4zl ƒ x0
lÂ

ü 525=2
´

² gamma
³

aj1 iƒ1

2
1

bj1 iƒ1

2

´
0 (27)

Based on this distribution, the prequential predictive den-
sity of yi can be derived, after some algebra, as ui D
f 4yi—y4iƒ151Ç4iƒ151 Öü 1G05 D p

yi
i 81 ƒ pi9

41ƒyi5, i D 21 : : : 1 n,
where

pi D
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
Ft4x0

iÂ
ü 1 11 �5

C
1

� ü C i ƒ 1

kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1Ft4x0
iÂ

ü 1 aƒ1
j1 iƒ1 bj1 iƒ11 aj1 iƒ150

Next we move to step 2, where we apply the method of com-
position to draw a variate Çi D 4zi1 si5 from the joint distribu-
tion � 4zi1 si—y4i51Ç4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G05 D � 4zi—y4i51 Ç4iƒ151 Ö ü 1G05�
� 4si—y4i51Ç4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G01 zi5. The � rst of these distributions can
be obtained by an interesting argument, noting that

‹i—y4iƒ151Ç4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G0 ¹
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
G04¢—Š ü 5

C
1

� ü C i ƒ 1

kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1Hj1 iƒ14¢5 (28)

and

zi—y4iƒ151 Ç4iƒ151 Ö ü 1G01‹i ¹ zi—Ö ü 1 G01 ‹i ¹ N4x0
iÂ

ü 1 ‹ƒ1
i 50

(29)
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If we marginalize (29) with respect to the distribution of ‹i

given in (28), we obtain

zi—y4iƒ151Ç4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G0 ¹
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
t4x0

iÂ
ü 1 11�5

C
1

� ü C i ƒ 1

kiƒ1X

jD1

nj1 iƒ1t4x0
iÂ

ü 1 aƒ1
j1 iƒ1 bj1 iƒ11 aj 1 iƒ150 (30)

This can be viewed as the prior distribution of zi , and so, by
the Albert and Chib (1993) approach, we immediately deter-
mine that the density � 4zi—y4i51 Ç4iƒ151 Ö ü 1G05 is the mixture
distribution in (30) truncated below at 0 if yi is 1 and trun-
cated above at 0 if yi is 0. Having drawn zi from this truncated
mixture distribution, we complete the composition by drawing
the categorical random variable si according to (25) from the
distribution

Pr4si D j—y4i51Ç4iƒ151Ö ü 1 G01 zi5

D c
nj1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1
ft4zi—x0

iÂ
ü 1 aƒ1

j1 iƒ1bj1 iƒ11 aj1 iƒ151 j µ kiƒ1

D c
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
ft4zi—x0

iÂ
ü 1 11�51 j D kiƒ1 C 11 (31)

where c is the normalizing constant and ft4¢—Œ1 �1�5 denotes
the density of the t distribution with location Œ, dispersion �,
and degrees of freedom �. A run through the observations now
yields the quantity w D u1

Qn
iD2 ui . These steps are repeated M

times, and the average of the w’s produces our estimate of the
likelihood ordinate L4y—Â ü 1 � ü 1 G05 for the DPM model 3.

Finally, the marginal likelihood of the binary DPM model
is estimated by inserting the posterior and likelihood ordinate
estimates into (9). We note here that sampling the latent zi

within our collapsed SIS maintains the tractability of the pos-
terior Hj1iƒ14‹5 in (27), which in turn provides manageable
expressions for all of the requisite distributions.

Results. Figure 2 illustrates the marginal likelihood esti-
mate of the DPM model from our proposed approach. We see
from the graph that the estimate stabilizes up to the � rst dec-
imal place quite quickly. In Table 2 we report the marginal
likelihood for the three models under contention. It is note-
worthy that in this case, the Bayes factor criterion does not
support the DPM model (in fact, the Bayes factors provides
“substantial” evidence in favor of the Student t model against
the DPM model). This shows that a model elaboration in the
direction of a semiparametric model need not necessarily dom-
inate a parametric speci� cation. (In the next section, we reach
the opposite conclusion.) The ability to evaluate such elab-
orations, which hitherto has not been possible, should prove
useful in practical model building.

6.3 Bayes Factors for Longitudinal
Data Mixed Models

Models. Carlin and Louis (2000) reported data from a
clinical trial on the effectiveness of two antiretroviral drugs
(didanosine and zalcitabine) in 467 persons with advanced
human immunode� ciency virus infection. The response vari-
able yij for patient i at time j is the square root (to reduce
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Figure 2. Binary Data: The Marginal Likelihood Estimate of the DPM
Model Versus Number of Iterations.

skewness) of the patient’s CD4 count, recorded at study entry,
and at 2, 6, 12, and 18 months after entry. Several patients
have incomplete records due to dropouts, so the effective
response vector for the ith patient is yi D 4yi11 : : : 1 yi1 ti

5, where
1 µ ti µ 5. Carlin and Louis (2000), and Chib and Jeliazkov
(2001) used the following linear mixed-effects model for these
data:

yi—Â1 bi1‘
21 Xi ¹ Nti

4XiÂC Wibi1‘
251

i µ n D 4673 b11 : : : 1 bn

iid¹ N2401 D51 (32)

where the jth row of Wi takes the form wij D 411 xij5, xij 2
801 21 61 121 189, the � xed design matrix Xi is Xi D 4Wi —
diWi — aiWi5, di is a binary variable indicating whether patient
i received didanosine (di D 1) or zalecitabine (di D 0), and ai

is a binary variable indicating whether the patient was diag-
nosed as having AIDS at baseline (ai D 1) or not (ai D 0). We
denote this parametric model by 1. The second paramet-
ric model, 2, provides a heavier-tailed distribution for the
two-dimensional random effects, bi , by modeling them with a
Student t distribution.

Our third model, 3, is a � exible semiparametric model
that does not impose a parametric assumption on the random-
effects distribution, but instead models it by a Dirichlet pro-
cess as

b11 : : : 1 bn—G ¹ G3 G—G0 ¹ DP4�1G053 G04¢—D5 D N2401 D50

Table 2. Binary Data: Estimated Log Marginal Likelihoods (on the
diagonal) for Three Binary Data Models

1 (probit) 2 (Student t link) 3 (DPM)

1 ƒ360252
2 (0451) ƒ350801
3 (ƒ10488) (ƒ10939) ƒ370740

NOTE: The entry in brackets is the log of the Bayes factor in favor of the row model versus
the column model.
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If G is a � xed distribution and equal to G0, we get the para-
metric model 1. Bush and MacEachern (1996), Kleinman
and Ibrahim (1998), Tao, Palta, Yandell, and Newton (1999),
and Ishwaran and Takahara (2002) also took advantage of the
Dirichlet process prior in linear mixed models.

We complete the models by assuming that a priori, Â 2

6 � 1 is N64Â01 B05 with Â0 D 4101 01 01 01ƒ31 05 and B0 D
diag4221 121 401521 121 121 125; Dƒ1 is Wishart24�01 R0=�05 with
�0 D 24 and R0 D diag40251 165; and ‘ 2 is inverse gamma
431 605. Finally, in model 3, � is assumed to follow a gamma
distribution with parameters 20 and 1.

Posterior Ordinate Estimation. For brevity, we only con-
sider the marginal likelihood computation of the semiparamet-
ric model 3. In accordance with the general approach of (9),
the notations of which are transferred here with Ô D 4Â1‘ 25

and Ê D Dƒ1, write the posterior ordinate as

� 4Dƒ1ü 1 Âü 1‘ 2 ü 1 � ü —y5 D � 4Dƒ1 ü —y5� 4Â ü —y1 D ü 5

� � 4‘ 2 ü —y1 D ü 1Â ü 5� 4� ü —y1 D ü 1 Âü 1‘ 2 ü 51

where Ö ü D 4Â ü 1‘ 2ü 1 D ü 1� ü 5 is the posterior mean from the
MCMC run. The � rst of these four ordinates is estimated
from the output of the complete MCMC run by averaging the
Wishart conditional density of Dƒ1 at Dƒ1ü

. The second ordi-
nate is estimated from a reduced run where D is � xed at D ü

and the multivariate normal conditional density of Â is evalu-
ated at Â ü and averaged. The third ordinate is estimated from a
further reduced run with both D and Â � xed, and then averag-
ing the inverse gamma conditional density at ‘ 2ü . The fourth
ordinate is obtained from a � nal reduced run with D, Â, and
‘ 2 � xed at the starred values, where the mixture gamma den-
sity of � in (17) is averaged over the sampled values at the
� xed point � ü .

Likelihood Ordinate Estimation. We estimate the like-
lihood ordinate L4y—Ö ü 1G05 at Ö ü using the collapsed
SIS as described in Section 5.2. The predictive ordi-
nate of the � rst observation is given by u1 D f 4y1—Ö ü 5 DR

f 4y1—b11Â ü 1‘ 2ü 5dG04b1—D ü 5 D Nt1
4y1—X1Â

ü 1 V ü
15, where

V ü
i D ‘ 2ü Iti

C WiD
ü W0

i1 i D 11 : : : 1 n. We next set s1 D 1.
For the remaining observations (i D 21 : : : 1 n), note that the

posterior distribution of b based on the prior G0 and only
those observations 8yl 2 l < i1 sl D j9 in the jth cluster is
Hj1 iƒ14b5 D N24Obj1 Dj51 j D 11 : : : 1 kiƒ1, where Dj D 4D ü ƒ1 C
‘ ƒ2 ü P

l2slDj W0
lWl5

ƒ1 and Obj D Dj‘
ƒ2 ü P

l2slDj W0
l4yl ƒ XlÂ

ü 5.
The prequential predictive ordinate of yi now follows from
(24) as

ui D
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
Nni

4yi—XiÂ
ü 1 V ü

i 5

C
kiƒ1X

jD1

nj 1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1
Nti

4yi—XiÂ
ü C Wi

Obj1èj51

where èj D‘ 2 ü Iti
CWiDjW0

i , which resembles V ü
i except that

it involves Dj , not D ü . For step 2 of the collapsed SIS, we

draw the cluster label si from the discrete mass distribution,

Pr4si D j—y4iƒ151 s4g5

4iƒ151 yi1 Öü 5

D c
nj1 iƒ1

� ü C i ƒ 1
Nti

4yi—XiÂ
ü C Wi

Obj1 èj 51 1 µ j µ kiƒ1

D c
� ü

� ü C i ƒ 1
Nni

4yi—XiÂ
ü 1 V ü

i 51 j D kiƒ1 C 10

These steps are repeated M times; the average of w D
Q

ui

from each complete sweep through the observations is our
estimate of the likelihood ordinate. We obtain the marginal
likelihood of the semiparametric DPM model by inserting the
posterior and likelihood ordinate estimates into (9).

Two Studies With Simulated Data. We investigate the ef� -
cacy of the Bayes factor for semiparametric model comparison
in two simulated datasets. Both datasets include the covari-
ate measurements of the � rst 200 patients in the original CD4
count. The responses yi1 i D 11 : : : 1 200 in the � rst dataset are
simulated in two stages. In particular, the random effects are
simulated from the four-component bivariate normal mixture,

b11 : : : 1 b200

iid¹ G D
4X

lD1

1

4
N24Ìl1 D ü 51

with overall mean (1/4)
P

Ìl D 0. Next, yi is simulated from
the mixed-effects model in (32). The covariance matrix Dü is
� xed at the posterior mean of D based on the complete original
data.

Due to the mixture structure in the data-generation model,
we expect the semiparametric DPM model 3 to provide
a better � t than the Gaussian model 1, and proceed to
make a model comparison via the Bayes factor. We obtain the
marginal likelihood of the DPM model 3 using the method-
ology described above and estimate the marginal likelihood
of the parametric Gaussian model 1 from the MCMC algo-
rithm of Chib and Carlin (1999), as described by Chib and
Jeliazkov (2001). These estimates and the resulting Bayes fac-
tor are listed in Table 3. The Bayes factor clearly supports the
DPM model 3 and provides “very strong” evidence (accord-
ing to the scale described in Sec. 3) against the parametric
Gaussian model 1.

A common criticism of the Bayes factor is that it does not
have an explicit penalty term for the additional dimensions of
an extended model. This criticism is not valid. To provide an
empirical illustration of how the Bayes factor supports parsi-
mony, when parsimony is justi� ed, we simulate the responses
yi1 i D 11 : : : 1 200 in our second dataset from the paramet-
ric Gaussian model 1 by � rst simulating the random effects

Table 3. Estimated Log Marginal Likelihood (Diagonal) and
Log Bayes Factor of 1 Versus 3

Random effects simulated Random effects simulated
from four-component mixture from the normal model 1

1 (normal) 3 (DPM) 1 (normal) 3 (DPM)

1 ƒ11778006 1 ƒ11551030
3 20042 ƒ11757064 3 ƒ10074 ƒ11562004
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b11 : : : 1 b200 from the bivariate normal distribution described
in (32). Table 3 lists the estimated log-marginal likelihood of
the Gaussian model 1 and the DPM model 3 for these
data. We � nd that the Bayes factor selects the correct model
and, more importantly, provides “very strong” evidence for the
simple correct model 1 against its extended complex coun-
terpart 3. Note that the marginal likelihood estimates for
the two models are computed based on identical priors on the
hyperparameters.

CD4 Count Data. We now turn to the original CD4 count
data with n D 467 patients and compare the linear mixed-
effects semiparametric DPM model 3 with the parametric
Gaussian model 1 and the parametric Student t model 2

with 10 degrees of freedom. The Gaussian model has been
considered by Chib and Jeliazkov (2001). Note that all three
models have the same prior on the common parameters Â, ‘ 2,
and D.

Figure 3 illustrates the estimates of the log-marginal like-
lihood of the DPM model 3 obtained by combining the
posterior ordinate estimate and the collapsed SIS-based like-
lihood ordinate estimate. For comparison, we also computed
the marginal likelihood estimate using the basic SIS method
described in Section 5.1. Signi� cantly, our preferred collapsed
SIS estimate stabilizes quickly and does not change much as
the number of iterations is increased. In contrast, the estimate
from the basic SIS approach tends toward the collapsed esti-
mate, but evidently does not converge even after 100,000 iter-
ations. We have seen similar behavior in other models that we
have considered.

Finally, we evaluate the three models in terms of the
marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors. We stress that com-
paring DPM models for clustered data in this fashion has not
been possible until now. Table 4 shows that the estimated
log Bayes factor in favor of the DPM model versus the Stu-
dent t model is 93.424 and that versus the standard Gaussian
model is 79.25, providing “very strong” support for the DPM
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Figure 3. AIDS Data: The Marginal Likelihood Estimate of the DPM
Model Versus Number of Iterations. The solid and dashed line represent
estimates from the collapsed and basic sequential methods.

Table 4. Estimated Log Marginal Likelihoods (on the diagonal) for
Each of Three Mixed Models for the AIDS Data

1 (DPM) 2 (Student t link) 3 (normal)

1 ƒ314590789 (930424) (79025)
2 ƒ315530213 (ƒ140174)
3 ƒ315390039

NOTE: The entries in the upper half are the log of the Bayes factor in favor of the row model
vs the column model.

model (on the scale of Sec. 3). These Bayes factor values
can be interpreted as stating that model 3 is “very strongly”
successful in predicting the observed data relative to model
1 or 2, or that the “weight of evidence” provided by the
data in favor of 3 is “very strong” compared to 1 or 2.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article we have developed and exempli� ed one of
the � rst approaches for computing the marginal likelihood of a
semiparametric DPM model. One virtue of the proposed tech-
nique, which relies on the approach of Chib (1995), is that it
uses the programming done to simulate the posterior distribu-
tion of the DPM model and requires no further tuning of the
MCMC algorithm. The only incidental coding needed is for
the estimation of the likelihood ordinate at one � xed point,
which is done by the sequential imputation method. Using a
longitudinal normal regression DPM model where the value
of marginal likelihood is known analytically, we have shown
that our proposed estimate is accurate, stable, and ef� cient.
The implementation and performance of the method have been
further clari� ed in experiments involving semiparametric link
models for binary response data and hierarchical mixed mod-
els for longitudinal data. Although the DPM model decisively
dominates the parametric models in the longitudinal example,
the binary response example leads to a different verdict. One
may expect that with access to the proposed method, the prac-
tice of comparing semiparametric DPM models with paramet-
ric or other semiparametric models on the basis of marginal
likelihoods and Bayes factors may become common.

[Received February 2002. Revised September 2002.]
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